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Part-A: Grammar (60 marks) 

1. Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. You may need to change the forms of some of the words.       5 

instant,   involve,       document,      send,       edit,      network,     formation,    transmit,      display,     delay 

Electronic mail is a modern method of (a) ---- delivery of letters without the (b)---- of a postman. In this system, 

mailing messages are (c)---- with the help of a computer. In the electronic mail system, a letter or another (d)--

-- is typed and (e) ---- on a computer. It is then (f)---- to the addresses through a computer (g)---- in the (h)---- 

of electrical signals. The content of the (i)---- letters gets (j)---- on the screen of the computer. 

2. Fill in the blanks with suitable words.                                                                                                                               5 

Road accident is (a) ____ regular phenomenon in Bangladesh. Many people die (b) ___ road accidents every 

year. So, it is considered a (c) ___. Road accidents occur for (d) ___ reasons. Many factors are (e) ___ for road 

accidents. The most common cause is (f) ___ driving. Sometimes they drive night coach (g) ___ on the same 

day. The drivers do not check the engines (h) ___ before they start driving. The roads are two-lane roads (i) ___ 

any dividers. These are some of the (j) ___ reasons of road accidents in Bangladesh. 

3. Make five sentences using parts of sentences from each column of the table below.                                           6 

  not cut trees at random. 

Trees  are a great source of food and vitamins. 

We play an important role in our life. 

They should us shade and absorb the temperature.  

 also give plant trees more and more for a better future. 

  our best friends. 
 

4. Complete the following text with right forms of verbs given in the box.                                                                  10 

build,       rise,        damage,         act,          breed,          control,          lack,         have,         resist,        overcome 

Self-control (a) ---- all other virtues. Man generally (b)---- in impulses and strong desires. Vicious desires (c)--

- the purity of heart and mind resulting in the degradation of human nature. It is self-control that can help a man 

(d)---- up a pure character which is very essential to (e) ---- above the level of humanity. A man who (f)---- 

tolerance (g)---- himself. He cannot (h)---- the problems that he faces in society. A man devoid of self-control 

(i)---- a strong sense of humanity where by he can (j)---- his harmful passions. 

5. Change the sentences according to directions.                                                                                                              10  

a) There are a good number of reasons why the students in Bangladesh fail in English. (simple) 

b) Because of being a foreign language, English is difficult to students. (complex) 

c) Students seek the chance to cross the barriers of examination. (compound) 

d) English is the most fearful subject to them. (positive) 

e) We must develop the skill of the students in English. (negative) 

f) We should teach our students methodically to remove their fear of English. (complex) 

g) Teachers can play an important role in this regard. (passive) 

h) Teachers should invent new ways of teaching. (interrogative) 

i) If they take care of their students, they can teach well. (simple) 

j) It is true that students will learn from their teachers. (compound) 

6. Complete the text adding suffix, prefix or the both with the root words given in the parenthesis.                                  7 

To (a) ----(rich) your vocabulary, you have to read books and learn new word with their (b)---- (mean) and 

patterns of (c)--- (use). You have to (d)---- (read) the same topic. (e) ---- (repeat) reading will help you (f)---- 

(stand) them clearly and use them in (g)---- (vary) life situations. Remember, language learning is a (h)---- 

(continue) process and your (i)---- (proficient) will come today or tomorrow. What is needed most is (j)---- 

(continue). Learning vocabulary will help you learn the (k) ___(mean), pronunciation and spelling of new 

words. (l)___(Learn) vocabulary will help you (m)___(prove) your language level and communicate in English 

(n)___(confident) and effectively.   

7. Add tag questions to these statements.                 7                                                                                                                                                                   

a) The brave deserve the fair, _______? 

b) The girl pleased us all, ____________? 



c) Lend me your ears, ______________? 

d) A barking dog seldom bites, _______? 

e) The guide was not a woman, ______? 

f) Fishes can swim, _____? 

g) Everybody knows it,_____? 

8. Use capitals and punctuation marks where necessary.             10                                                                                                                                 

it was twenty years ago and i was living in paris i had a tiny apartment in the latin quarter overlooking a cemetery 

and i was earning barely enough money to keep body and soul together she had read a book of mine and had 

written to me about it i answered thanking her and presently i received from her another letter saying that she 

was passing through paris and would like to have a chat with me but her time was limited and the only free 

moment she had was on the following thursday 

Part-B: Composition (40 marks) 

9. Suppose you are Sifat and you have passed MA in English from Chittagong University. Write a CV to the 

Principal of Chittagong High School with a cover letter for the post of English Teacher.                                15 

10. Guess, you are Rfayet by name. You study in ABC Madrasah in Dhaka. Now, write an application to the 

Principal of your madrasah for increasing common room facilities.         10                                                                                                                         

11. Write a paragraph in 250 words on “Life of a Farmer”.           15    

                                                                                                                                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


